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An explicit exponential decay result for the velocity in steady pipe flow was
established by Ames and Payne. They then extended their results to establish
exponential decay to fully developed thermal flow. The analysis presented here is
based on a variety of differential inequalities and relies heavily on the results of
Ames and Payne. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the important studies of laminar flow theory is the development
of velocity profiles in the inlet region of channels or pipes; see, for
w x w x w xinstance, Ames and Payne 1 , Horgan 2 , and Horgan and Wheeler 5 . In
the present work we shall consider the problem of steady thermal flow in a
semi-infinite pipe. The flow is governed by the Navier]Stokes equations
and the convective parabolic temperature equation with the assumption of
adherence at the pipe boundary.
Provided the thermal flow is laminar and using the decay estimate for
 .the velocity field with some restrictions on the initial data derived by
w xAmes and Payne 1 , we derive the inequality which shows a decay estimate
for a weighted functional defined on the difference between the entrance
thermal field and the fully developed thermal flow. Our main result is an
explicit inequality that gives an indication of the spatial development of
the entrance thermal flow as it moves through the semi-infinite pipe. In
fact, upon estimating the energy of the corresponding fully developed
thermal flow, we show that the weighted energy functional of this differ-
ence is bounded by a decaying exponential.
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w xThe analysis here is modeled after the work of Ames and Payne 1 and
w xHorgan and Wheeler 5 which concerned itself with the explicit decay
estimates of steady-state solutions of the Navier]Stokes equations. Their
results were based on differential inequality techniques developed by
w x w xHorgan and Knowles 4 and Horgan 3 in their investigations of Saint-Ve-
nant's principle in classical elasticity theory.
In Section 2, we will formulate the boundary value problem that serves
as the basis for our analysis. In Section 3, we discuss some auxiliary
integral inequalities, the exponential decay estimates for the velocity, and
the corresponding fully developed thermal flow, all of which play a key role
in the subsequent analysis. We compare the entrance flow to the fully
developed flow and discuss our results in Section 4. We then establish the
main result, the exponential decay estimate. To render our decay estimate
explicit, upper bounds for the appropriate quantities in terms of the
geometry and given data are presented in Section 5.
2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM
We consider the boundary value problem that provides the framework
for our investigation of an incompressible viscous thermal flow in a
semi-infinite pipe. Much of our notation coincides with that used by Ames
w xand Payne 1 . We let R denote the three-dimensional cylindrical pipe and
­ R its boundary. A plane cross section of the pipe with Cartesian coordi-
 . w .nates x , x , z , z g 0, ` , will be denoted by S and its boundary by ­S .1 2 z z
In particular, S represents the inlet cross section.0
 .  .The velocity field u x , x , x , i s 1, 2, 3, and the pressure p x , x , xi 1 2 3 1 2 3
of the fluid are assumed to be classical solutions of the following boundary
value problem:
n Du s p q u u in R ,i , i j i , j
u s 0 in R ,i , i
2.1 .
u s f x , x on S , .i i 1 2 0
u s 0 on ­ R_S .i 0
Here and below we adopt the summation convention and denote differen-
tiation by a comma. Latin subscripts will range from 1]3, while Greek
 .subscripts will range only from 1]2. In 2.1 D denotes the Laplace
operator and n is the kinematic viscosity. The prescribed entrance profile
 .f x , x is assumed to be 0 on ­S . As z ª `, u is assumed to tend toi 1 2 0 i
  ..the fully developed velocity field Vd , i.e., 0, 0, V x , x , corresponding3 i 1 2
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to the inlet inflow
f dx s Q. 2.2 .H 3
S0
Thus V may be characterized as the solution of the following problem:
n V s p in S ,Ä, a a , 3 z
V s 0 on ­S ,z 2.3 .
V dx s Q.H
Sz
 .The gradient of the pressure p in 2.3 is such that the pressure gradient isÄ
given by p s yPd , where P is a positive constant.Ä, i 3 i
On the other hand, the temperature field of the flow is to be the
classical solution of
k DT s u T in R ,j , j
T s 0 on ­ R_S ,0 2.4 .
T s h x , x on S . .1 2 0
Here k is the thermal diffusivity. We assume that the prescribed tempera-
 .ture entrance profile h x , x is 0 on ­S and that T vanishes appropri-1 2 0
ately at `. For convenience, in our analysis we have taken the thermal
diffusivity k to be 1.
The corresponding fully developed temperature field H is the solution
of
D H s V d H in R ,3 j , j
H s 0 on ­ R_S ,0 2.5 .
H s h x , x on S , .1 2 0
with H vanishing appropriately at `.
Our goal is to compare the entrance flow u and T to the fullyi
developed flow V and H simultaneously as z ª `. To relate the solutions
 .  .  .  .u and T of 2.1 and 2.4 to the solutions V and H of 2.3 and 2.5 ,i
respectively, we set w s u y Vd and f s T y H. First, we find thei i 3 i
boundary value problem for w :i
n w y w q Vd w y w V d s q in R , .i , j j j 3 j i , j a , a 3 i , i
w s 0 in R ,i , i 2.6 .
w s f y Vd on S ,i i 3 i 0
w s 0 on ­ R_S ,i 0
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where q s p y p. Second, for f we haveÄ
Df s w q Vd f q w H in R , .j 3 j , j j , j
2.7 .
f s 0 on ­ R .
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS
To establish the main estimate of this paper, we have relied on a
number of standard inequalities that we summarize in this section. Let S
be a plane domain with boundary ­S. If w s 0 on ­S, then we have the
Poincare inequalityÂ
l w2 dx F w w dx , 3.1 .H H , a , a
S S
where l is the smallest positive eigenvalue of
Df q lf s 0 in S,
f s 0 on ­S.
 .In addition to inequality 3.1 , we will make use of the following Sobolev
inequality which holds for any sufficiently smooth function w with compact
 w x w x.support in two dimensions see Serrin 9 and Payne 6 :
` ` `1
4 2w dx F w dx w w dx . 3.2 .HH HH HH , a , a /  /2y` y` y`
An important result that will be needed in deriving our estimates is the
following theorem.
THEOREM A. Let S be a plane Lipschitz domain and let w be a solutionj i
Ä .to 2.6 . For computable positi¨ e constants k and k, we then ha¨e
Ä yk zF z F kF 0 e .  .
s Q eyk z , 3.3 .0
where
`1 3




3 31 k e
yk zÄw w dx dj F k F 0 e .H H i , j i , j3 27z Sj
Ä yk zs Q e , 3.4 .0
Äwhere Q and Q contain the initial data of the ¨elocity field with some0 0
  .restrictions on the size of the initial data see 7.3 deri¨ ed by Ames and Payne
w x.1 .
w x  .In the case of finite pipe flow, Ames and Payne 1 have proved 3.3 ; we
 .establish 3.4 as follows. For arbitrary positive z , we have0
`1 3
F z G j y z w w dx dj .  .H H i , j i , j3 zqz S0 j
3
`z0G w w dx dj .H H i , j i , j3 zqz S0 j
 .Now, using 3.3 , we may write
`1
3Äw w dx dj F kF 0 exp ykz exp kz rz . .  .  .H H i , j i , j 0 03 z Sj
 . 3We now choose z to minimize exp kz rz , i.e., z s 3rk; then we have0 0 0 0
`
3 31 k e
yk zÄw w dx dj F k F 0 e . .H H i , j i , j3 27z Sj
THEOREM B. Let S be a plane Lipschitz domain and let H be a solutionj
 .to 2.5 . Then we obtain
G z F G 0 eym z , 3.5 .  .  .
where
`1 3 ’G z s j y z H H dx dj , m s 2lr l q ¨ , .  .  .H H , i , i s3 z Sj
<  . <and ¨ s sup V x , x . Furthermore, we ha¨es S 1 2z
`1
ym zH H dx dj F Ke , 3.6 .H H , i , i3 z Sj
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 .  .where K is the data gi¨ en by the right-hand side of 5.5 . The bound for G z
will be used in Section 4.
 .  .To establish 3.5 , we note that G z may be rewritten, after an integra-
tion by parts and using the differential equation for H, as
` `12 2 2G z s y j y z HH dx dj q j y z VH dx dj .  .  .H H H H, 3 2z S z Sj j
s G q G . 3.7 .1 2
 .Using Schwarz's inequality, 3.1 , and the arithmetic]geometric mean
inequality, we then obtain
1r2
` `2 22 2G F j y z H dx dj j y z H dx dj .  .H H H H1 , 3 5z S z Sj j
1r2
` `1 2 2 2F j y z H H dx dj j y z H dx dj .  .H H H H, a , a , 3 5’l z S z Sj j
`1 2F j y z H H dx dj .H H , i , i’2 l z Sj
y1
Xs G z . 3.8 .  .’2 l
 .Recalling the upper bound ¨ for V and making use of 3.1 , we haves
`¨ s 2G F j y z H H dx dj .H H2 , i , i2l z Sj
y¨ s Xs G z . 3.9 .  .
2l
w x w x w xThe upper and lower bound for ¨ can be found in 1 , 7 , and 8 .s
 .  .  .  .Substituting 3.8 and 3.9 into 3.7 , we may rewrite 3.7 as
GX z q mG z F 0. .  .
Integration of this equality leads to
G z F G 0 eym z . .  .
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Similarly, we obtain an inequality of the form
`1 2 ym zj y z H H dx dj F G 0 e . 3.10 .  .  .H H , i , i2 z Sj
 .This result will also be used in Section 4. In order to make inequality 3.10
 .explicit, we present an upper bound for G 0 in terms of the initial data in
 .  .Section 5. The proof of 3.6 is similar to that of 3.4 .
4. COMPARISON OF T AND H
w xIn this section we are guided by the analysis of Ames and Payne 1 and
define the weighted energy integral of f by
`1 3E z s j y z f f dx dj , 4.1 .  .  .H H , j , j3 z Sj
 .where f is the boundary value problem 2.7 .
 .In order to derive a first-order differential inequality for E z , we first
 .observe that the function E z can be rewritten, after an integration by
parts and substitution of the differential equation for f, as
` `12 2 2E z s y j y z ff dx dj q j y z w f dx dj .  .  .H H H H, 3 32z S z Sj j
` `1 12 32q j y z Vf dx dj y j y z w fH dx dj .  .H H H H j , j2 3z S z Sj j
s I q I q I q I . 4.2 .1 2 3 4
 .  .From the definition of E z in 4.1 , we also have
`dE 2s y j y z f f dx dj . 4.3 .  .H H , j , jdz z Sj
The derivation of the first-order differential inequality is carried out by
estimating the four integrals I , n s 1, 2, 3, 4, in turn. Using Schwarz'sn
 .inequality, 3.1 , and the arithmetic]geometric mean inequality, we deduce
1r2 1r2
` `2 22 2I F j y z f dx dj j y z f dx dj .  .H H H H1 , 3 5  5z S z Sj j
`1 2F j y z f f dx dj .H H , j , j’2 l z Sj
EX z .
s y . 4.4 .’2 l
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For I , on applying Schwarz's inequality repeatedly and the Sobolev2
 .inequality 3.2 , we see
1r2 1r2
`1 2 2 4I F j y z w dx f dx dj .H H H H2 3 /  /2 z S S Sj j j
1r2
`1 2 2F j y z w dx dj .H H 33r2  52 z Sj
1r2
` 3 2? j y z f dx f f dx dj .H H H , a , a 5 /z S Sj j
1
1r2 1r2s J J . 4.5 .1 23r22
After an integration by parts and using Schwarz's inequality, we find
`1 2 2J s j y z w dx dj . , jH H1 32 z Sj
1r2
` 31r2F J j y z w dx dj . .H H1 3, 3 5z Sj
Thus we have
` 3J F j y z w w dx dj . 4.6 .  .H H1 i , j i , j
z Sj
Turning to J , noting that2
`
2f s y2 ff dx ds ,H H H , 3
S j Sj s
and interchanging the order of integration, we find
` 3 2J s j y z f dx f f dx dj .H H H2 , a , a /z S Sj j
` `3s j y z y2 ff dx ds f f dx dj .H H H H, 3 , a , a /  /z j S Ss j
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` `3 < < < <F 2 j y z f f dx ds f f dx dj .H H H H, 3 , a , a /  /z j S Ss j
` s 3< < < <s 2 f f dx j y z f f dx dj ds .H H H H, 3 , a , a 5z S z Ss j
` ` 2< < < <F 2 s y z f f dx j y z f f dx dj ds . .  .H H H H, 3 , a , a 5z S z Ss j
Using Schwarz's inequality and the fact that
` ` 22 2f dx dj F 4 j y z f dx dj , 4.7 .  .H H H H , 3
z S z Sj j
we get
1r2 1r2
` ` 22 2J F 2 f dx ds s y z f dx ds .H H H H2 , 3 5 /z S z Ss s
` 2
? j y z f f dx dj .H H , a , a 5z Sj
` `2 22F 8 s y z f dx ds j y z f f dx dj .  .H H H H, 3 , a , a 5
z S z Ss j
2XF 2 yE z . 4.8 4 .  .
 .Substituting these bounds for J and J and using 3.3 , we find1 2
1r2
`1 3 XI F y j y z w w dx dj E z .  .H H2 i , j i , j 52 z Sj
’3Q
XF y exp ykzr2 E z . 4.9 .  .  .
2
 .For I , by means of 3.1 , we have3
`¨ s 2 2I F j y z f dx dj .H H3 2 z Sj
¨ s XF y E z . 4.10 .  .
2l
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Finally, we proceed to bound I . After an integration by parts, I can be4 4
written as
` `12 3I s y j y z w Hf dx dj y j y z w Hf dx dj .  .H H H H4 3 j , j3z S z Sj j
s N q N . 4.11 .1 2
 .After applying Schwarz's inequality and the Sobolev inequality 3.2 , it
follows that
1r2 1r2
` 2 2 2 2N F j y z w H dx f dx dj .H H H1 3 /  /z S Sj j
1r4 1r4 1r2
` 2 4 4 2F j y z w dx H dx f dx dj .H H H H3 /  /  /z S S Sj j j
1r4
`1 2F j y z w w dx w w dx .( H H Hi i i , j i , j /2 z S Sj j
1r4 1r2
2 2? H dx H H dx f dx dj .H H H, i , i /  /S S Sj j j
We first observe that
`
w w dx s y2 w w dx dj .H H Hi i i i , 3
S z Sz j




w w dx F 2 w w dx dj w w dx djH H H H Hi i i i i , 3 i , 3 5S z S z Sz j j
`1
F w w dx dj ,H H i , b i , b’l z Sj
with the similar inequality for H H 2 dx. Using this bound and applyingSz





y1r2 y3r4N F 2 l w w dx dj H H dx djH H H H1 i , j i , j , i , i /  /z S z Sj j
1r4 1r2
` `2 3
? j y z H H dx dj j y z f f dx dj .  .H H H H, i , i , j , j 5  5z S z Sj j
y1r4 3r4 y3r4 1r2 1r4 1r4 1r2ÄF 2 3 l Q K G 0 exp y k q m zr2 E z .  .  .
1r2s c exp y k q m zr2 E z . .  .1
An analogous process leads to
1r4 1r4
` `1 1
N F w w dx dj H H dx dj( H H H H2 i , j i , j , i , i /  /3 2l z S z Sj j
1r4 1r4
` `3 3
? j y z w w dx dj j y z H H dx dj .  .H H H Hi , j i , j , i , i 5  5z S z Sj j
1r2
` 3
? j y z f f dx dj .H H , j , j 5z Sj
1r4 1r2Ä’F 3r 2l QQKG 0 exp y k q m zr2 E z .  .  .  . 4
1r2s c exp y k q m zr2 E z . .  .2
Using these bounds for N and N , we find1 2
1r2I F c q c exp y k q m zr2 E z . 4.12 .  .  .  .4 1 2
 .  .  .  .Combining the results of 4.4 , 4.9 , 4.10 , and 4.12 and inserting into
 .4.2 , we find
1 1 ¨ s X’E z F y q 3Q q E z .  . /’2 ll
1r2q c q c exp y k q m zr2 E z . 4.13 .  .  .  .1 2
 . 2 .Setting E z s P z , we are led to
XP z F yaP z q c q c exp y k q m zr2 , 4.14 .  .  .  .  .1 2
’ ’where a s 1r l q 3Q q ¨ rl. This inequality integrates to gives
2 c q c .1 2
P z F P 0 exp yzra q .  .  .
k q m a y 2 .
= exp yzra y exp y k q m zr2 , 4.15 4 .  .  .
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 .where the usual limit is understood if a s 2r k q m . Then we have
2 c q c .1 21r2E z F E 0 exp yzra q .  .  . k q m a y 2 .
=
2
exp yzra y exp y k q m zr2 . 4.16 .  .  . . 5
 . w  . xIf a ) 2r k q m , we may, of course, drop the exp y k q m zr2 term
and obtain an inequality of the form
22 c q c .1 21r2E z F E 0 q exp y2 zra . 4.17 .  .  .  . 5/k q m a y 2 .
 .  .In order to make the exponential decay inequalities 4.16 and 4.17
 .explicit, it remains to bound the quantity E 0 in terms of the geometry
and prescribed data.
 .  .5. BOUNDS FOR G 0 AND E 0
 .  .Finally, we shall briefly indicate how upper bounds for G 0 and E 0
can be derived. After an integration by parts and using the differential
 .equation for H and 3.1 , we first observe
`1
3G 0 s j H H dx dj . H H , i , i3 0 Sj
` `1
2 2 2s j H dx dj q j VH dx djH H H H20 S 0 Sj j
` `1 ¨ s 2F j H H dx dj q j H H dx dj . 5.1 .H H H H, i , i , i , il 2l0 S 0 Sj j
Similarly, it follows that
` ` `1
2j H H dx dj F H H dx dj q ¨ j H H dx djH H H H H H, i , i , i , i s , i , i /l0 S 0 S 0 Sj j j
5.2 .
and
` `1 ¨ s2j H H dx dj F h dx q H H dx dj . 5.3 .H H H H H, i , i , i , i /2 l0 S S 0 Sj 0 j
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To bound H`H H H dx dj , we let c be any Dirichlet integrable0 S , i , ij
function satisfying the same boundary conditions as H on ­ R and vanish-
ing appropriately at `. Then we have
` `­ H
H H dx dj s c ds y H D H dx djH H E H H, i , i ­ n0 S ­ R 0 Sj j
` `
s H c dx dj q c y H VH dx dj . 5.4 .  .H H H H, i , i , 3
0 S 0 Sj j
Here ­r­ n denotes the outward normal derivative on ­ R. But we note
` `
c y H VH dx dj s c y H Vc dx dj , .  .H H H H, 3 , 3
0 S 0 Sj j
so that we may write
` `
H H dx dj s H c dx djH H H H, i , i , i , i
0 S 0 Sj j
`1
q c y H V c y H dx dj .  .H H , 32 0 Sj
` `1
s H c dx dj q V c H y Hc dx dj . .H H H H, i , i , 3 , 320 S 0 Sj j
 .Schwarz's inequality and 3.1 then yield
1r2
` ` `
H H dx dj F H H dx dj c c dx djH H H H H H, i , i , i , i , i , i /0 S 0 S 0 Sj j j
1r2
` `¨ sq c c dx dj H H dx djH H H H, a , a , 3 , 3 /’2 l 0 S 0 Sj j
1r2
` `¨ s 2q H H dx dj c dx djH H H H, a , a , 3 /’2 l 0 S 0 Sj j
1r2





H H dx dj F 1 q c c dx dj .H H H H, i , i , i , i /’2 l0 S 0 Sj j
An appropriate choice for c is
c s exp ys x h x , x .  .3 1 2
for a positive constant s to be determined. Then
` `
y2 sj 2 2c c dx dj s e h h q s h dx dj .H H H H, i , i , a , a
0 S 0 Sj j
1 s
2s h h dx q h dx.H H, a , a2s 2S S0 0
 2 .1r2The optimal choice s s H h h dxrH h dx leads toS , a , a S0 0
1r2
`
2c c dx dj F h h dx h dxH H H H, i , i , a , a /0 S S Sj 0 0
and
1r22
` ¨ s 2H H dx dj F 1 q h h dx h dx . 5.5 .H H H H, i , i , i , i /  /’2 l0 S S Sj 0 0
 .  .  .Combining inequalities 5.2 , 5.3 , and 5.5 , we obtain
1r2
2 2G 0 F a h dx q a h h dx h dx . H H H1 2 , a , a /S S S0 0 0
for computable positive constants a and a .1 2
 .The bound for E 0 involves some messy though straightforward compu-
tations so we shall merely sketch a method for obtaining the bound. We
 .start with 4.2 evaluated at z s 0. When we now refer to the I it will bei
understood that they are evaluated at z s 0. Clearly, it follows from the
 .second step in 4.4 that
`1
2I F j f f dx dj .H H1 , j , j’2 l 0 Sj
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 .For I , from the first step in 4.5 , Schwarz's inequality and the Sobolev2
 .inequality 3.2 then furnish
1r2 1r2
`1
2 2 4I F j w dx f dx djH H H2 3 /  /2 0 S Sj j
1r21r2
` `1
3 2F j w w dx dj j f dx f f dx dj .H H H H Hi , j i , j , b , b3r2  5 / /2 0 S 0 S Sj j j
Using the fact that
`1
2f dx F f f dx dsH H H , b , b’lS j Sj s
and interchanging the order of integration, we have
1r2 1r2
` `1
3I F j w w dx dj f f dx djH H H H2 i , j i , j , j , j3r2  /  /’2 l 0 S 0 Sj j
1r2
`
? jf f dx dj .H H , j , j /0 Sj
 .  .Finally, bounds for I and I are easily obtained from 4.10 and 4.12 :3 4
`¨ s 2I F j f f dx dj ,H H3 , j , j2l 0 Sj
I F c q c E1r2 0 . .  .4 1 2
 . ` iThis allows us to bound E 0 in terms of H H j f f dx dj , i s 0, 1, 2. In0 S , j , jj
a similar way, we bound H`H j 2f f dx dj in terms of H`H jf f dx dj0 S , j , j 0 S , j , jj j
and H`H f f dx dj . Bound H`H f f dx dj , we arrive at a bound for0 S , j , j 0 S , j , jj j
 . `E 0 in terms of H H f f dx dj . This bound may be made explicit by0 S , j , jj
`  .computing a bound for H H f f dx dj . Owing to inequalities 3.4 and0 S , j , jj
 .3.6 , the result is an inequality of the form
` ` `1
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